
be free
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“Everyone should believe in  
something. I believe I  
should go to the beach.”

WardrobeWardrobe

Cool box, extendableCool box, extendable
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Make  
life cosy

Indoors and outdoors are not a contradiction in the BEACHY. Natural materials and fabrics bring that beach vibe inside. And with 
a few simple steps, you can set up your eating and lounge area outside. And of course you also have lots of storage space, comfy 
berths and a practical kitchen on board.

Eat, sleep, live Winter ventsWinter vents

Two-part tailgateTwo-part tailgate
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Everything tastes better outside? Then simply throw open the wide 
entrance door and let the view inspire you. The kitchen unit has 
room for everything you need to prepare a meal. The cool box is 
particularly convenient for ice-cold refreshments on the road.

Even adventurers have to sleep. Which makes it great that the 
seating area instantly turns into a comfy bed. All you have left to 
do is decide whether to read a bit of your favourite book or simply 
float off to dreamland.

Nice and neat: thanks to practical storage solutions, everything is quickly  
organised in the BEACHY. Super convenient: the walk-in wardrobe plus 
lots of fabric-covered baskets and compartments for cords, kitchen 
utensils and all your bits and bobs.

Eat, play, live: the BEACHY seating area is a social place. The Beach-
house Style upholstery has been specially developed for the BEACHY 
look. Just like the practical folding table. It turns into an outdoor kitchen 
with an ocean view in a matter of seconds.

Eating

Sleeping area Storage

Living
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Make 
life easy

Things are also simple when it comes to technology. User-friendly elements mean you’ll 
quickly grasp all the details. From a convenient awning to winter vents or the built-in dual 
USB charging socket, everything you need for a relaxing holiday is ready to go. Smart optional 
extras offer you the freedom to upgrade your BEACHY just the way you want.

Body and technology

Drawbar storage boxDrawbar storage box
GRP underfloorGRP underfloor
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beachy 360 beachy 420 beachy 450

be you
Like it was made just for you: the BEACHY is available in three different models. Which gives you the freedom to decide how much space your beach 
vibe needs. The biggest model comfortably sleeps up to four adults or families with two to three kids.

Want to learn more about the BEACHY? 
We have just what you need. Our FAQs 
have answers to your key questions. And 
give you some insider info about your new 
beach vibe on wheels.

beachy.de/en/faq

Overall length: 5.087 mm Overall length: 5.687 mm Overall length: 5.987 mm
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GERMANY GENERAL INFORMATION

BEACHY Catalogue, Season 2023
Last updated August 2022

Some of the models featured in the brochure have optional extras or decorations that are not part of the standard 
scope of delivery. Deviations from the pictured furnishings in terms of structure and colour are excepted provided 
they relate to the nature of the materials used and are consistent with standard commercial practice. The same 
applies to technical modifications to the vehicle provided the overall product quality remains the same or is improved 
and the intended purpose is not impaired.

Not all of the features are available for all models due to the layout design. All content is correct at the time  
of going to press. Design and equipment package subject to change without notice; errors excepted.  
More images can be found at www.beachy.de.

GB

YOUR AUTHORISED DEALER

NEVER FAR AWAY

With around 350 trading and service partners, you can always count 
on us to provide a personal service. Even when you’re on holiday – 
thanks to one of the largest dealership networks in Europe.

BEACHY is a brand of the 
Hobby Group


